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1.0 Programme Information

Date : 1 June 2021

Time : 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Venue : 10fastfingers.com

Organiser : Persatuan Mahasiswa Sains Komputer (PERSAKA)

Graduate Success Attribute:

1. Communication

2. Adaptability

Position : Treasurer

2.0 Programme Brief

Speed Typing Competition is a competition for UTM Students especially from

School of Computing to test their speed of typing at their laptop or PC. This program was

really relatable with Science Computer student as they usually need to write code in a short

period of time, thus the typing speed must get atleast 40 word per minute (wpm). Each

participants can attempt as many as possible within 3 hours and the highest wpm will be

competed. On average, one participant atleast tried up to 10 times and it showed the good

competitiveness among students. The 1st runner up for this contest won by Chua Chen Wei,

Year 2 Data Engineering student and the prize was given until the 10th place. The prize for 1st

place until 5th place was RM 20.00 each and RM 10.00 for 6th to 10th place.



3.0 Program Photos

Figure 1: Poster of the program

Figure 2: 10fastfinger website

Figure 3: Ranking of participants



4.0 Graduate Success Attribute

4.1 Communication

As a treasurer of this event, I was required to manage the cash flow or prize to the winners.

After the program ends, I gathered all of winners’ info such as contact number from the

registration form to keep in touch for the prize giving. I messaged them via WhatsApp to ask

for their bank account number and inform them as I transferred the money. This is where my

communication skill were tested as the way to confront the winner must be in formal and

professional. At the end of the day, all of the winners gave me a good cooperation and all the

money transfer had done only a day after the competition.

4.2 Adaptability

Most of the participants was a new user to 10fastfinger.com website thus they are not get used

to it and got lower wpm for the first attempt. Adaptability attributes in each person helped

them to find a way to maximize their speed and efficiency while typing in the website UI. For

comparisons, usually a person will type based on what they think but in this situation, the

competitors need to see and memorize the unusual word at the website then type it. The

increasing wpm results on each attempt was a prove that they can dealt with new surrounding

within a short time.
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